ST GERMAIN: Greetings Dear Ones, Before You begin to engage the following Studies or
Levels of Alchemical Training, I wish to share that within the Volumes of Books that will follow
from here, will all offer each of you a vast array of Knowledge and Wisdom. Unlike the Studies
and Training that I have offered in the past, these ‘I AM’ Authority Discourses are presented
to you in an entirely different way! The Messenger, Peter, and I, along with all Those Who
Participated within them, within the Elemental Grace Alliance, (EGA), have secured and New
Technique, a New Formula of Approach, which has Paved a New Path in accordance with
Cosmic Law, within the Higher Conscious Awareness of the New World Servers and humanity
today! And they are these Higher Vibrational Frequencies or Resonance that will offer Great
Inner Assistances to remain more steadfast to the Paths of Initiation and ultimately to the
Point of Full Embodiment of the Christ Consciousness.
So if you wish to be like God, That is, to Be Within The Image of God’s Likeness as Master
Alchemists, then you shall BE! However, not before you can follow the Cosmic Laws upon
your own Individualized Journey first, and then within the Group in which you belong!
This then shall be a course to fast track one’s ascension process toward the 2nd Coming of the
Christed Ones while helping all to pass every test. I say Our, because like the Messengers of
the ‘I AM’ Activity Discourses within the St Germain Foundation and Others, the Elemental
Grace Alliance has contributed much toward the presentations of what you will find before
you. The Messengers, Guy and Edna Ballard offered so much to humanity in Their Services,
but like all things within this physical world, these too must evolve. The Messages of Truth
shall remain immutable, however the delivery must, in every way align and support the
Evolution of Human Consciousness, and indeed Higher Truths of mankind’s older perceptions.
Truth is Ever-Evolving, and with that, so must the ways of humanity within all facets of life,
none more important than Education of the people! You will learn much within the ‘I AM’
Authority Discourses, but they, like the ‘I AM’ Discourses raise to the surface of your minds
new problems to find resolutions to.
So Dear One’s take each problem and solve it, and do not try to solve a million problems all
at once. Be logical and seek the Word and the Teaching. The Word Belongs to God, and no
human being, foundation or organization can claim it for themselves, it is free for all to use,
else humanity would never evolve, and self-implode! God’s Words Are All there. We spent
twenty-five-years and more with the Ballards and Their Devotees. I like them Dear One’s, I
cannot give all Words to you all in one Discourses, but I can and have placed it in a ‘Capsule
of Light’ or ‘Bubble of Life’ as it were, within a Program to a timed Release. These Inceptions
of the Light Codes that will be activated by your own Inner Work with the Words, as you
Rightfully Apply them to All God Life in Accordance with the Cosmic Laws will change your
lives forever. It is there, these ‘Releases of Eternal Cycles’, and it shall come through the Flame
in Your Heart, as My Flame with your own, Supporting the Transmutation around your
Threefold Flame, allowing you to Awaken in the Likeness of God. There Will Be The
Awakening Unto Light and Love. There Will Be The Awakening Unto Your True Freedom. It is
Truly the Gift from God to You as an Individualized ‘I AM’ Presence Expression of Him, Herself.

However, Only God Knows the time and place! Beloved Ones, I shall also Guide you to the
Elemental Grace Alliance Book, Phase 1, ‘The God Awakening’, for without the Knowledge
and Light Encodements of the Language of Light within it, many of the Inceptions of Light
within this Series of Alchemical training will not be activated. Why? Because there is much
spoken about the Elemental, Devas and the Angelic Host and the History over eons of time
that has brought you to this Moment in Time! It is not a requisite to these ‘‘I AM’ Authority
Discourses’, to read or study, but I can assure each and every one reading or listening to them,
like ‘The Unveiled Mysteries’ and ‘The Magic Presence’, you will find many similarities that it,
like the ‘I AM’ Activity Presentations, will unlock doors that could not be opened unless the
Key is inserted and turned physically, mentally, emotionally and Spiritually speaking! It was
Beloved Archimus and Rosa of the Pleiadian High Council, that said in ‘The God Awakening’
Book.
“For what one does for themselves first, they do for all thereafter. Through prescribing oneself
an incentive, this is a very simple aspect of human and indeed Elemental and Angelic Spiritual
Growth and Development, that is not truly understood from a human perspective. Of course,
these will indeed all lead to the Higher Aspirations of achieving the Goals set out within this
Alliance, but the smallest steps, can without doubt, reap the greatest rewards. One cannot
climb a mountain more than one step at a time, and even with small steps, these can lead to
slips and slides backwards. However, these slips and slides will be less than those caused by
greater steps along the ascending path to the top and so, an easier task to rectify and bring
Balance once again.” End Excerpt.
It was the Great Divine Director Who also said in His Discourse to the EGA in a Discourse
speaking about the ‘New Groups and Gatherings of New World Servers’.
“Many seek to know their Divine Plan, and I tell you, that it is always fulfilled in increments,
rather than in one giant swoop. For truly the path is one of millions of individual steps and
stages. And if you fulfil each step with Joy and Intention, with Love and Reverence, Focus and
Adoration, Gratitude and Consistency, then the next phase of your Divine Plan will emerge,
like a butterfly from the chrysalis, from the Heavenly World of your Divine Musings, Sponsors
and Mentors allowing it to be revealed unto you. Remember Sponsors have been mentioned
within the Elemental Grace Alliance and this is so much a part of your Divine Opening; the
penultimate Charge of Life Energies to your human unascended beingness, coming into a more
fully aligned Consciousness with your ‘I AM’ Presence. So take heed Dear Souls for without
this Activation and Investment you shall simply stand before that ‘Open Door’ and be unable
to pass through!
“You have heard the phrase ‘When the student is ready, the Teacher appears’. This is true.
And in addition to the teacher are the means, the wherewithal, the teachings that will be yours
to fulfil within your life in a practical and dynamic way. And these mean, typically will draw
forth, Dearest Hearts, required abundance, required support, required involvement of other
people of like mind and heart who see as you see, who feel as you feel, who also know the
anointing of the ‘I AM’ Presence, with Its Radiance, Its Power, Its Glory, to assist you in Self
Realizing your Highest Dreams and Potentials.” End Excerpt.
Beloved Brothers and Sisters, before you begin these Studies within your own volition, I wish
to lay a ‘Foundation of Word’s, from which to proceed. I have shared much of the following
with all those who have channelled My Words of God Within My ‘I AM’ Authority Presence.

I Welcome each and every one to this United Forcefield of the Inceptions of Light for the
Highest Good of All Concerned and may your Journey fulfil all that you Are!
Be it Known that this Science of Alchemical Transformation shared and discussed through the
Volumes of the ‘I AM’ Authority Discourses, has now, for the first time in the history of
humanity, been totally activated with the ‘Full Radiation of Light and Sound’ as the Language
of Light in, through and around all of The Words of God, awaiting the DNA Encodement
Activations by you within your Own Collaboration with Your Own ‘I AM Presence in
Accordance to Cosmic and the Natural Laws of the Prime Creator. These Light Inceptions are
now Anchored by the Love and Joy of Those Star Seeds of the 2 nd Coming of the Adam and
Lilith Kadmon Human Race – The New Christed Ones, now Present and Active upon and within
this New Erthe!
Devotees of the Flame of My Heart, I Hear you! And ‘I AM’ Here, not there, but Here, Here at
the Nexus of that Cross of the White Fire, The Centre of the Maltese Cross where time and
space meet and cancel each other out. Here ‘I AM’ in the Heart of Infinity. And where the
Divine Spark is, There Is Infinity. Therefore, I Greet You as the Infinite One and as Infinite
Ones, one times one times one, ever the Infinite One. Therefore, let the Great Circle of Our
Oneness and Our Love cancel out all division, all misunderstanding, all ignorance, and every
false testimony as in the case of the blind men and the elephant, all giving varied reports of
the same spectacle but never arriving at the Point of Reality that is the Heart: The True Heart
Perspective!
I Call You to that Point. For centred in your Heart, which is becoming My Heart day by day,
you can see all things as they are. For the True Perspective of Wisdom, Anointed with Love,
enfired with the Will to be All That God Is, and Blessed with the Purity of the Mother, what
else can there be out of this than the Crystal Prism? I See Your Perspective of Freedom and I
Come to Give You Another, Behold, I make all things New by the Flame of the Heart, by the
Vision of the Heart, by the Wisdom of the Heart that is the Endless Stream of the Endless
Source. O My Beloveds, ‘I AM’ Come, and ‘I AM’ Joyous to be here, Joyous to bask in the Light
of Helios and Your Own Hearts’ Dear Love.
May you pass every test! Beloved Hearts, in My Retreat this is the Salutation upon meeting
and parting, not ‘God Bless you’, but ‘May You Pass Every Test’! Is this not commendable and
noteworthy of the Devotees of My heart who are determined to follow in My Footsteps, not
to make a rut in the road of life but rather to secure what the Master has Gained? A worthy
cause indeed! Beloved Ones, I come to present to you, then, a crash course in passing every
test. Thank you, Beloved Ones, let Us begin.
‘I AM’ determined that this trek upward shall have been worth every inconvenience and every
penny! You remember the joke that is told by Morya and Kuthumi making their treks to the
Home of Light, to the Feet of the Masters, Morya being so intense about getting there and
Kuthumi a bit more peaceful. And when They had arrived and when they had returned, for
all of the perspiration and energy expended by Morya, it was Kuthumi who retained the
Message of the Master. Thus, in all of your experiencing of the Path and all of that energy
expended in getting here, I desire that the stillness of the moment shall provide you with a
Heart’s Cup worth of Flame and Light and Truly a Blessing Untold. It is My Determination,
because you Love and Love again and because you are determined, that you shall not return

to your homes the same as when you arrived! But you shall Truly find yourself a new creature
after the Violet Flame.
Beloved Ones, the reward for Love is Great. But those who deserve it often do not receive it
because they are the ones who are the busy ones or the fighters, driving, working, serving.
And therefore, let Us all pause Together. Let Us Be Still then, in these lower vehicles and let
Us feel the Chakras Shining as the Seven Elohim, Shining as the Sun and the Stars! Let Us
Expand Consciousness now. Let Us increase the Circles of the Aura. Let Us Realize that you
are not these lower bodies, but You are God-Free Beings using these vehicles to accomplish
an end. The means is not the goal, but the end is the Star Itself Appearing. And therefore, let
Us not allow our ways and means to compromise the goal or to cause Us to tarry or lose sight
of the Goal.
The Goal is the Star Appearing, the Star of Aquarius that appeared over the Sun of Jesus’ Birth.
O Beloved Ones, the True Star is the Herald of the Coming of the Devotee, the Mighty ‘I AM’
Presence of each one. Remember your Star! And remember the Star appeared in the hour
of your physical birth. Should it not appear now in the hour of your New Birth in the Living
Christ, Christ of Aquarius, Christ of Pisces, Christ of the Twelve Hierarchies of the Sun? Of the
12 Virtuous Mind Powers of the Christ? All of these you are Internalizing now as the
Magnificence of the Great God Flame.
The God in you is Able! But do not, I pray you, adorn the human self, which the mortal is. As
the grass, it is here today and gone tomorrow, and the mighty fire and as the wind sweeps
through and it is no more. Beloved Ones, the course of perfecting the human is not the way.
It is not the way of overcoming. Thus, if you are not interested in perfecting the human, you
can just right now drop that pride in your human self! Just drop it on the floor as an old
garment! Beloved Ones, it is as an oily, torn undershirt that you have worn too long.
Do you not see, it does not matter? You Are Real God-Free Beings, Divine Beings NOW! You
are Immortal, and all else is illusion! Will you accept it? Beloved Ones, Your Divine Mother
and Holy Father gaze upon you from year to year and rejoice in your Victories and often in
time the wonders and muses with Me why, through all of the Teachings given, you yet hang
on to that supercilious consciousness of that human self.
Beloved Ones, I Come, therefore, to Deliver this Message. These ‘I AM’ Authority Messages
in consultation with My Messengers, past, present, and future and with, Beloved El Morya
and Helios as well to pierce now the veil in your beliefs in yourselves as mortals! This is My
God-Determination for you, this is God’s Will, and ‘I AM’ Here in the Full Radiance and Force
of Hierarch of the Aquarian Age to wipe from the very Screen of Life through You the Law of
Mortality itself, which is the same Law that sustains the serpent consciousness! Now do you
or do you not want to continue to operate under the Law of Mortality with those serpents?
Okay! Then Let Us Activate the Mighty Freedom’s Victory by dropping those old worn out
garments that no longer Serve you!! Let us Now do this Together, Right Now!!
You do not have to wait until the hour of the death of your physical biology, so-called, to know
Eternal Life. You are Eternal Right Here, Right Now. This place IS Your Eternal Abode, and I
Speak not of finite coordinates but of this place as the Point of the Eye of the Mind of God,
the Seat of Your Christ Consciousness Within. Find that Seat Now. Come and find Me within

the Centre of your Heart, that Nexus Point within the Maltese Cross. Feel it in the base of the
brain and in the spine. Feel it in your Heart! Feel it in your Soul! Feel it in All of Your Being!
That which you Feel is The God within You. The Mother’s Love and The Father’s Light. It is
God, I Tell you Truthfully! It is not some combination of physical senses. Not at all! That
Awareness of God in Yourself is something Above and Beyond the form, yet it Registers on
and Within the form.
It Pulsates with Life in the form. But the form is always the effect and the vehicle for
experiencing that consciousness that has been, always shall be, is here and now the Eternal
God! Let them say what they will. I will say: YOU Are Gods! And All of You Are Sons and
Daughters of the Most High, Brilliant Sons and Daughters of Light, The New Adam and Lilith
Kadmon Man and Woman Now Present here on and within this New Erthe.
Now let Us roll up Our Sleeves figuratively speaking and go about shedding all shadow that
has been accepted as the singeing of your old garment these long ages. Beloved ones, it is
like burnt toast! You throw it out the window and let the birds have it! Do it now and then
see yourselves Free and the Birds! Free As the Wind, Free As the God is Free In All His, Her
Glory. Brothers and Sisters, We have Creations to Co-Create, Let us use Our God Given Gifts
through the Rightful Application of God Life and the Art of Alchemical Synthesis and Divine
Economy!
I Am St Germain, Your Holy Brother At Your Service, with the Company of Heaven from All
7 Spheres of Creation Around Us Now, as Our Witness This day! Freedom Is You Right!
Accept it as you will! And So It Will Be!

